Penemy of Pignorance
Feminimalism
It was May 21st, 5016.

The univearth had experienced lots of transformnations during the past

millenniums. Atombic wargument, wargot, and turm-oil did not exist between countries, and in fact all
the borders between neighbordering countries were cancelled and cleared, however, peace did not
exist in the world because warguments of other sorts existed: maidemoiselles, women and wives had
turned into harsh rivals and enemies for boys, men, and hus-bands. The two groups openly hated each
other and each one’s militarmy or harmy was on the alert to sinjure, tormentalize and suffocage the
opposite site.
On this fresh day, weathermometers showed 24 degree Celsius, and maidemoiselles, women and wives
were holding feministic conferences in different parts of the univearth.
The following lines are the manifest read by one of the key-note speakers in one of the feminist
conferences of that year held in Manhattan:
Sisters, World Women War I against men and hus-bands was fought in 21st century. The men and the
hus-bands lost the war, and we were absolutely wardent and victorious. We had feministry and
feministers, men madored our beautifiring eyes and this helped us to make them limitamed and have
our most tight grip and contrull over them in that magnificentury. Next they got timidly marricaged, and
we easily attackicked, tormentallized and arrestied them. Many parts of the world which were called
countries then, had female presidents and feministers and the number of female M.P. s was almost
twice the number of male M.P.s. in most countries of the world.
In the next centuries, feminism alternatively won and lost its war against men. This means, World
Women War II fought in the 22nd century was won by women, in 23rd century men were the winners,
in 24th century women were the winners, in 25th men, in 26th women, and this alternative trend
continued till the year 3000 since when unfortunaturally we have not had any victories over men and
hus-bands, and this issue has made men so proud of their long held victory, and more and more of us
are getting disappointed and getting convinced that we cannot compete with and gain any victory over
them anymore, and that we should accept our defeat and we should surrender to men and forget about
having other wars with them in future.
After the key-note speaker finished her speech, the audience clapped for her and she took her seat.
Each year on May 21st and in these conferences, feminist researchers and writers were presenting I.S.I.
or I Search Income papers and sharing the results of their studies with other women in these
conferences.
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In Harvard University, one hundred ninety eight papers were about history of feminism, and professor
Ashley M. Jules' paper was selected by random to be presented. She was a blonde woman from the
Women Studies department of Berkley University. She, dulligently presented her tiresome seventy
minute lecture aided by PowerPoint slides. Few of the audience clapped for her, she thanked them and
finished her presentation.
Next it was time for break, and then the conference went on.
One hundred seventy papers were about the possibility of victory over men in future, and professor
Catrine L. Jones from Manchester University was chosen at random to present her hopetimistic sixty
minute paper in this regard. Her presentation was also aided by PowerPoint slides. The audience
clapped for her, she thanked them and finished her presentation.
Four hundred fifty two papers were about the impossibility of future victories over men and professor
Carla Johnson's paper was selected at random to be presented to the audience. She was the head of
women studies department of Texas University. The audience clapped for her, she thanked them and
finished her presentation.
Next it was participeating and apprecieating lunch time, and after a short rest the conference went on.
Seven hundred twenty two papers were about the roots of men's victory over women since 3000. Mary
F. Andrews, a Foxfortunate professor was selected at random to present her paper on this issue. She
started her speech thus:
Sisters, during past millenniums, we have had female mathematicians, athletes, physicists, chemists,
physicians, engineers, poets, writers, critics, professors, teachers, pilots, farmers, nurses, musicians,
workers, etc. who in many cases did excel their male rivals. But unfortunaturally for us, we have never
had a thinker who has had the temerity to deform and manipulate Queenglish language to our benefit.
Though our poets and writers claim to write in feminine style, their writings have not had tangibly
beneficial results in our lives since 3000.
We, in the last millenniums, have had female scientists who excelled Newton, Galileo, Leonardo Da
Vinchi, and even Einstein. We have had philosophers deeper than Kant, Hegel, and Foucault, painters
better than Picasso and Salvador Dali, poets and writers better than Keats, and Victor Hugo, and
musicians better than Beethoven, Mozart, Bach, and Shubert. But sisters, in 3000, monuments and
documents were discovered that show there was a grotesqueerie male thinker by the name of Vitalis
Originatorabi who had a poorigin and lived in a place called Londowntown in 21st century and who
triumelephantly handled and manipulated Queenglish words and landguage to the benefit of men who
are our enemies and rivals. He holds the most crucial role in our defeat since 3000, and in men's long
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held victory.
He is our topponent because he coined terms that pendamaged us most. Honestly speaking, we do not
have such an imagenius thinker in the long list of our feminist writers' names. Sisters, fortunaturally,
only part of the monuments written by him are textplored; his queerie terms have magically
encouraging effects upon men, and disappointing effects upon some women.
Professor Mary F. Andrews added that some of Vitalis Originatorabi’s coined terms that have
pendamaged women are ''marricage'' , ''marriaged'', and diworth. She went on:
But sisters, researches show that one of Vitalis' terms has caused such a catastrophic blow to us and has
had such a miracle result for our rivals that after discovery of the term in his textperimental writings in
3000, it has become almost impossible for us to gain any victory over men. Do you know what is the
term that is his most importmanteau? Professor Mary F. Andrews asked the audience.
Some of them said ''Don't know'', and some said '' No idea''. Some of them nodded and it seemed they
knew the answer. However, Mary F. Andrews said: ''feminimalism''. A shade passed over many of the
audience’s faces. Some of them sighed, some hid their faces in the palm of their hands, and some were
wiping the tears on their cheeks.

Each year on May 22nd emancipation celebrations were held all over the univearth, and the following
brief account is what went on in one of them which was attended by boys, men, hus-bands and of
course by some women on May 22nd 5016, the day after women held their feministic conferences.
The speaker was a middle aged gentallman wearing a black jacket, white troushorts and khaki shoes. He
began with a smile and said:
Welcome ladies and gentlemen. Let me begin by saying that we are glad that each year more and more
women eagerly participate in these emancipation celebrations.

Let's be brief and let's read the

emancipation manifestorabi in honor of Vitalis Originatorabi, the one who is the creatorabi of terms that
have brought us our long held freedom and victory over feminimalism. He lived in 21st century and we
deplore the fact that though he wished his books to reach a universale, he remained unknown till 3000.
However, fortunaturally, part of his textperimental writings, considered monuments now, were
discovered around 3000.
Ladies and gentlemen, in the past eras, especially during the 21st century in the third millennium, men
and hus-bands were oppressively contrulled and tormentalized by women. Women made us manxious
and langucaged and of course their aim was to sinsult and humilirate us and not to let us textplore and
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discoverb terms like feminimalism which might emancipate us. But since the time of discovery of Vitalis
Originatorabi's textperiments around 3000 we have been contrullers of our own destiny and have not
remained langucaged and marricaged.
Our enemies and rivals believe they have had many female mathematicians who excelled most male
mathematicians, they believe they have had female athletes, physicists, chemists, physicians, engineers,
poets, writers, critics, professors, teachers, pilots, farmers, engineers, nurses, musicians, workers, etc.
who in many cases excelled their male rivals. But fortunaturally for us, they confess they have never
had a thinker with originatorability and creativitality to handle and manipulate Queenglish wordcabulary
to their benefit.
The speaker added: women believe, in the last millenniums, they have had scientist who excelled
Newton, Galileo, Leonardo Da Vinchi, and even Einstein, philosophers deeper than Kant, Hegel, and
Foucault, painters better than Picasso and Salvador Dali, and poets and writers better than Keats and
Victor Hugo, and musicians better than Beethoven, Mozart, Bach, and Shubert. But they know around
the year 3000, monuments and documents were discovered that prove Vitalis Originatorabi lived in
Londowntown in 21st century, and that he manipulated Queenglish wordcabulary and landguage to our
benefit and this is what no female writer has ever accomplished. So, we can be proud that Vitalis
Originatorabi coined terms that hit the hardest blow on feminimalism and on our feminimalist enemies
and rivals.
The speaker finished his speech thus: altogetherefore, we owe our historical victory to the original
thinker and championeer who released us from remaining langucaged and marricaged. And this
celebratoraby gathering and partea is to his honor!
In the partea, every buddy knew that May 22nd is the birthday anniversary of Vitalis Originatorabi, the
one who managed, maneuvered, and manipulated Queenglish and Kinglish landguage and coined
feminimalism, marricage, marriaged, and diworth to help marricaged and victimized hus-bands get
emancipated and the one who authoroughly and penthusiastically wrote to help poorphans who were
evapoorating, and the one who wanted to penlighten the univearth in order to help humanimals, and to
be Penemy of Pignorance.
Portmanteau words (portmantorabi words)
altogetherefore : altogether + therefore
apprecieating: appreciate + eating (enjoying foods) ------------------ arrestied: arrested + tied( hands)
atombic: atomic + tomb --------------- attackicked: attacked + kicked
authoroughly: author + thoroughly ----------------- beautifiring : beautiful + firing
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celebratoraby: celebratory + Torabi -------------championeer : champion + pioneer
contrull: control + rull ------------------- creativitality: craetivity + vitality + Vitalis
discoverb : discover verbs and new ideas
diworth: divorce + worth ---------------------- dulligently: dull + diligently
every buddy: my pun on every body
feminimalism: feminism + minimalism -------------- creatorabi: creator + Torabi
evapoorating: poor + evaporate ----------------- feminister : a female and feminist minister
feministry: a ministry for women ------------- fortunaturally: fortunately + naturally
Foxfortunate: fox + Oxford + fortunate ---------------- gentallman: gentleman + tall
grotesqueer: grotesque + queer ----------------- grotesqueerie : grotesque + queer+ eerie : strange
harmy: harmful army
hopetimistic: hope + optimistic ---------------- humanimals: humans + animals
hus-bands: husband + bands
Imagenius: imaginative + genius ------------ importmanteau word : important + portmanteau word
Kinglish: kingly + English-----------------landguage: language + land
langucaged: language+ cage (limited by language) ----------- limitamed: limited + tamed
Londowntown: London + downtown
madore: madly adore somebody ------------------- maidemoiselles: maid + mademoiselle;
magnificentury: magnificent century--------------- manifestorabi: manifesto + Torabi
manxious : man + anxious ------ marriaged: to seem older or aged because of marriage burdens ------------ marricaged: caged (limited) by marriage --------- militarmy : military + army ------------- neighbordering:
neighbor + bordering
originatorability: originality + originator+ ability + Torabi ---------------- partea : party + tea
participeating: participate in eating ------------------ pendamaged : pen+ endamage (endamage by writing)
penthusiastically : pen + enthusiastically ----------------- poorigin: originally poor
poorphans: poor orphans ---------------------- Queenglish: Queen + English
queerie: queer + eerie (strange) -------------------- sinjure : sin of injuring others
suffocage : suffocate + cage ----------------- textperimental: experimental text
textplored: explore texts ------------------- topponent: top opponent ( main opponent)
tormentalize : torment + mentalize ---------------- transformnation: transformation + nation
triumelephantly: triumphantly + elephant -------------- troushorts: short trousers or long shorts
turm-oil : turmoil because of oil ----------------- unfortunaturally : unfortunately + naturally
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universale: universal sale ------------------- univearth: universe + earth
wardent: ardent for war -------------- wargot : war + argot (war language)
wargument + war + argument
weathermometers: weather + thermometers ------------ wordcabulary: word + vocabulary
April 2016.
Please publicize this short story and send your comments to me to zadmehrtorabi@gmail.com or via
facebook.
Please see https://www.amazon.com/author/zadmehrtorabi
You can download these short stories at: penemyofpignorance.blogfa.com and at: mazhari.avablog.ir
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